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Abisch, Roz. The Munchy, Crunchy, Healthy Kid's Snack Book; written and illus. by Roz
Abisch and Boche Kaplan. Walker, 1976. 75-16516. 96p. Trade ed. $6.50; Library ed.
$6.39 net.
A list of basic rules for food preparation (washing hands, using a board for slicing
Ad food, putting foods that spoil into the refrigerator as soon as possible, etc.) and a
3-6 table of measures, with conversion into metric, precede the recipes which, although
the title does not so state, require no cooking. Boxed riddles, with the answer upside
down, head each recipe ("What has more quills than a porcupine?" "A pair of
porcupines!"), as do lists of utensils and ingredients. Some of the recipes require
equipment such as a blender. The instructions are clear; most of the recipes appeal to
the sweet tooth, many of them are to be found in similar compilations for children or
for adults, and since no cooking is required, the latter are often just as useful and are
more diverse.
Adams, Adrienne. The Easter Egg Artists. Scribner, 1976. 75-39301. 28p. illus. $6.95.
The brightness and delicacy of Adams' palette and her strong sense of design are
Ad given full range in a story about an artistic family. A rabbit family of three paint
3-6 designs on Easter eggs, or at least Mother and Father do. Their son Orson is lack-
yrs. adaisical about the family calling. But on their winter vacation, Orson helps with big
projects: painting designs on a house, a bridge, and an airplane. When they return
home and start the big project of the year (100 dozen eggs), Orson's enthusiasm leads
to a new product, comic ostrich eggs; these are so successful that his parents have to
help him fill orders. The story ends with Easter over, parents relaxing in their garden
chairs, and Olson painting a flagpole. The story line isn't strong, but the illustrations
compensate.
Alcott, Louisa May. Trudel's Siege; art by Stan Skardinski. McGraw-Hill, 1976. 76-3405.
55p. $5.95.
A story from an early Alcott collection, Lulu's Library, has been edited so that
Ad some of the German names of the original are now in Dutch to fit the setting. Trudel
4-5 is a typical Victorian heroine; loving, pious, industrious, honest. Her father is ill, her
mother has given up her work as a lace-maker to care for him, and the family subsists
on the meager coins earned by Grandmother's knitting. Trudel offers to sacrifice her
kitten to a neighbor, who is touched and gives help; she gets paid for odd jobs; she
finally gets the Big Reward for telling her father's employer that she has heard some
men plotting sabotage. So "patience, courage, trust in God won the battle, and the
enemy had fled, and Trudel's hard siege was over," the story ends. It's a little
sticky-sweet, but the story should be of interest to Alcott fans. The illustrations, soft
brown and white, tend to be cluttered with detail; the endpapers carry a band of very
nicely drawn tulips with unconvincing leaves.
[1]
Aliki. Corn Is Maize; The Gift of the Indians; written and illus. by Aliki. T. Y. Crowell, 1976.
75-6928. 34p. $5.95.
Simply told but quite comprehensive, illustrated with brisk, informal drawings, the
R text gives information about how the plant we use today originated (insofar as is
2-4 known), how it is husbanded and harvested, and how it is used by people for food,
medicine, cosmetics, and many other products. Aliki describes, also, some of the
ways in which the grain is processed, from hand-grinding to electrically-run milling.
Arem, Joel. Gems and Jewelry. Grosset, 1976. 75-14682. 159p. illus. $2.95.
A mineralogist and former curator of the Smithsonian Institution has compiled a
R comprehensive and informative handbook that is profusely illustrated and adequately
7- indexed. Unfortunately, it is printed in type so small that the text is difficult to read
easily. In addition to descriptions of individual gems and gemstones, natural and
artificial, Arem discusses gem cutting and marketing, qualities that make gems valu-
able, measuring and testing, collecting gems as a hobby, and gems in history. The
photographs are in color, so that the book has use as an identification handbook, but
this is more a book for the consumer than for the collector.
Baylor, Byrd. Hawk, I'm Your Brother; illus. by Peter Parnall. Scribner, 1976. 75-39296. 44p.
$5.95.
All that Rudy had ever wanted was to fly; although he had been told many times
R that people cannot fly, he dreamed and hoped. Perhaps, he thought, if he were
3-5 brother to a hawk, he might learn. So he stole from its cliffside nest a young hawk and
kept it on a string. The bird grew tame, but always it watched the sky and strained
against its bond. Then the boy knew he must let the bird go, and-watching it soar in
the wind, hearing its wild cry-the boy felt that he had captured the joy of flight. And
his people knew that there was something different about him. In the poetic simplic-
ity of the writing, Baylor echoes the quietness of the desert and she captures the
essence of the desert people's affinity for natural things. Both are reflected in
Parnall's spacious illustrations, as clean and poetic as is the writing.
Benabo, Brian. Moonlight Kingdom; illus. by Michael Jupp. St. Martin's, 1976. 75-29608.
93p. $6.95.
A heavy-handed fantasy is illustrated with static black and white drawings. A
NR Nursery Plate who is a Prince falls in love with a Princess who is a Dining Room
4-5 Plate, and therefore superior. Her parents object; they marry; war is declared; both
the newlyweds die, as do dozens of Nursery, Dining Room, and Kitchen warriors;
the birds lift the Prince and Princess into the air and fly off. A portion of a battle
scene: "The Cake Dish realized that his force was too weakened to cross the Toffee
Line and soon the Nursery King would send his Knives rushing down the stairs. The
Cake Dish decided on retreat and the army ebbed away. Cries came from the
wounded Plates and Glasses that lay about the staircase and many were helped to
safety by their comrades." The pace is plodding, the style pedestrian.
Bendick, Jeanne. How Animals Behave. Parents' Magazine, 1976. 75-11613. 64p. illus. $4.96.
This is not the usual birds migrate-bears hibernate-bees swarm book but a
R discussion of behavior as a series of responses, individual or group, to sensory
2-4 stimuli, or to the words or acts of others. Bendick points out that for some animals
behavior is based on experience or reasoning, while all animals respond in some
degree because of instinct. She stresses the facts that all animal forms, including
human beings, have differing potentials, explaining that people display the most
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sophisticated behavior, and that animals, acting either through instinct, for self-
preservation, or in reaction to the behavior of others, are not being "wise" or
"good" or "mean," but are behaving in a manner that is consonant with their
species' patterns. Lucid, sensible, and objective, this is a good introduction to a
complex subject.
Berson, Harold. The Rats Who Lived in the Delicatessen; story and pictures by Harold
Berson. Crown, 1976. 76-2458. 30p. $5.95
Living luxuriously alone in a delicatessen, the rat Stan agrees to let a hungry rat
M family share his wealth; they feel charitable too, and invite another hungry family,
K-2 and so on, until the facilities seem overcrowded and they all begin to bicker. Enter a
cat. End of story. Is the message share the wealth? Don't overpopulate? Or don't
fight? The weakness of the story is not that the messages conflict, but that the
solution has little to do with the conflict. Berson's drawings are lively, colorful,
rather cheerful scenes of Lucullan feasting. Maybe the message is that delicatessen
food is unsanitary?
Boston, Lucy Maria. The Fossil Snake; illus. by Peter Boston. Atheneum, 1976. 75-26997.
54p. $4.95.
The rock that Rob found while helping his father build a stone wall fell into two
Ad pieces, one holding a fossil snake and the other its imprint. When they took the latter
4-6 to a museum, it was clear that the fossil was the more valuable, but Rob refused to
give it up. He loved his snake, even put it under a radiator because snakes like warm
places-and it came to life, grew huge, became a beloved pet. It came to him when he
played his recorder, and coiled into a weaving dance. Eventually the rumors of a
huge snake in the neighborhood made it dangerous to keep his pet, so Rob took it to a
faraway cave and sadly resigned himself to separation. Boston's writing style and her
establishment of mood are as deft and polished as ever, and she captures the fierce,
protective love Rob has for his pet most beautifully, but the fantasy element doesn't
quite convince.
Bova, Benjamin. City of Darkness. Scribner, 1976. 75-32054. 150p. $6.95.
A story of the future in which people live carefully controlled, hygienic lives and
M are permitted into the city of New York, dome-covered, only during the vacation
8-10 period. Otherwise, as young Ron knows, it is deserted. But he has been misled.
Caught within the city gates with no money and no identity card after he has been
picked up by a prostitute and had his money stolen, Ron finds that there is a huge
community of people who stay in New York through the winter. Rather, there are
gangs, and Ron is trapped into working for a gang in order to stay alive. One year
later, just as the vacation season starts, he leaves-and the story ends. What begins
as an interesting if not unusual science fiction story develops into a rather overex-
tended story of gang warfare, racial tension, and violence in a doomed city with no
services, no amenities, and no communication. If this is a gloomy prognostication
about urban life, it is a bit too grim to be convincing; as a narrative it is less structured
than other Bova books, with a placid but promising start, an interesting turn of
events-and then a protracted series of grimly dramatic incidents, all at the same
level and ending abruptly.
Breinburg, Petronella. Shawn's Red Bike; illus. by Errol Lloyd, T. Y. Crowell, 1976. 75-40362.
24p. $6.95.
Shawn (Doctor Shawn, Shawn Goes to School) is now old enough for a two-
wheeler, and his heart is set on a bike he sees in the store. He saves his allowance,
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Ad does chores, and finally get the bike. His first attempt at riding is not wholly success-
2-3 ful, but he will do better next time, he confidently assures an audience of neighbor-
hood children. The large print is occasionally difficult to read against the background
color; the illustrations are vivid and page-filling, the figures often awkwardly drawn
but full of vitality. The story is slight, although it demonstrates industry and persis-
tence as well as Shawn's cheerful acceptance of the fact that it takes time to learn a
new skill.
Brin, Ruth F. The Story of Esther; illus. by H. Hechtkopf. Lerner, 1976. 75-743. 30p. $4.95.
The story of the beautiful young queen who saved her people and routed a wicked,
M power-hungry courtier has an inherent drama that survives even the pedestrian
4-5 treatment it receives here. The retelling is plodding in style, the illustrations show all
the Jewish characters as serious and noble of mien, while the Persians are depicted as
foolish or cruel.
Brown, Roy. Find Debbie! Seabury, 1976. 75-25511. 160p. $6.95.
Debbie Shepherd has disappeared. But where could she have gone, a psychotic
R child who cannot talk but screams for hours, who eats garbage and bites people? Her
7- mother is almost ill, her twin brother Ian uncommunicative, her father haughty. Jack
Shepherd stays away from his family and he sneers at Inspector Bates when the
detective comes too close to the truth. Not every answer is supplied in this taut
mystery story, but there's enough to satisfy the reader by the time it comes to its
tragic end. Characterization is strong, and the author has skillfully depicted the
behavior of Debbie, the burden borne by a family living with such a child, and the
attitudes of our society toward mental illness. And he does all this without in the least
interrupting the impetus of a cracking good mystery story, first published in England
under the title The Siblings.
Budbill, David. Snowshoe Trek to Otter River; pictures by Lorence Bjorklund. Dial, 1976.
75-27603. 83p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47.
Three short stories describe the wilderness adventures of two boys at different
R seasons of the year; Daniel's winter trek, Seth's stay overnight in the October
5-9 woods, and a springtime canoe trip taken by both boys. The stories have light plots,
but they are filled with vivid descriptions of the north country woods and the crea-
tures that live there, and they contain many facts about sensible camping practices
and wilderness survival.
Byars, Betsy C. The TV Kid; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Viking, 1976. 75-27944. 123p. $6.50.
In all the moving around Lennie had done, there was one way to forget his rootless
R state, to keep in touch with familiar people. Television. He watched too much, he
3-4 had long daydreams about winning contests, he knew all the characters, announcers,
and singing commercials. Living alone with his mother at the motel she had inherited,
Lennie knew Mom was right, he ought to settle down and study-but the daydream-
ing was too strong a pattern. Then, prowling around an empty vacation home, Lennie
heard a patrol car and hid in the crawl space under the house. Bitten by a rattlesnake,
he was hospitalized, and in that long nightmare of pain and fear he came to appreciate
the difference between his dream life and reality. All that stuff on TV wasn't real or
important. This is a most sympathetic study of a child whose flight from reality ends
in a convincing way. That it is a narrative with suspense and color is the more
remarkable because there is only one dramatic incident, there are few characters to
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give variety, and the major part of the book is given over to Lennie's internal
monologues.
Callen, Larry. Pinch; illus. by Marvin Friedman. Little, 1976. 75-25618. 179p. $5.95.
Pinch Grimball, who tells the story, is an adolescent whose father is the best
R trainer of hunting pigs in Louisiana. Maybe in the world. Most of the male population
5-7 seems to spend most of its time, in the story, swapping and lying, so that the book
verges on tall tale but remains realistic if exaggerated. It's an amusing, rambling tale
of one crafty character pitted against another as Pinch's pig Homer, trained by Dad
(who is just as sharp in trading with his son as anyone else), is coveted, stolen,
recovered, lied about, and wins a hunting contest. There's little variation in the tale
and little to balance the folksy, loquacious characterization and dialogue, but for the
lovers of homespun humor or regional fiction, this should have strong appeal.
Caras, Roger. Skunk for a Day; pictures by Diane Paterson. Windmill/Dutton, 1976.75-25827.
32p. $5.95.
Caras handles well the often noisome second person technique, describing one
R night's activities of a skunk and incorporating in the narrative, without obtruding in
K-2 its flow, all of the facts that are usually given in life cycle books. Events are seen from
the skunk's viewpoint as it forages for food and escapes from a series of enemies.
The author, an eminent naturalist, is not given to sentimentality or anthropomor-
phism, yet he invests his story with mild dramatic interest, a drama echoed by the
black and white illustrations, which have a strong textural quality.
Carrick, Malcolm. Splodges. Viking, 1976. 75-42396. 30p. illus. $6.95.
Carrick suggests techniques (finger-painting, using bricks and paint to make prints,
Ad painting over crayon, etc.) and invites free, imaginative use of media-but he does
3-4 this by an unsuccessful literary device; he is in the process, in this quasi-story, of
making a picture book and he keeps making errors and then playing with the results.
"Then I drew with a candle, thinking it was a crayon . ." or "I decided to start
again, but I spilt water all over my clean sheet of paper. .. " or "Well, then I lost my
brushes. ."
Church, Carol Bauer. Margaret Mead; Student of the Global Village. Greenhaven, 1976. 99p.
illus. $5.95.
While the achievements of the distinguished anthropologist have made her a figure
M of international interest, and her warmth and independence contribute to her appeal
5-6 as a biographee, Mead's life story may not hold the attention of readers in this
pedestrian biography. The facts are accurate, but they are badly arranged, often out
of sequence; personalities are introduced and then disappear, at times permanently.
For example, on page 20, Mead's fiance goes off to war (World War I) and is not
referred to again until page 34, by which time Mead has finished college and is
embarking on her graduate studies. On page 68, Mead's third husband is called back
to England to serve in World War II. Mead, pregnant at the time, has a child; the
father returns after the child's birth and is not mentioned again; on page 79 there is
reference to "the Greenwich Village home shared with Rhoda Metraux." The writ-
ing style is choppy, the tone verges on adulation. There is no index, and no sources
are cited. Possibly some of the material is based on Mead's own Blackberry Winter,
since many of the photographs used are in that autobiography. What Church does
give is some idea of Mead's philosophy, ample evidence of her dedication to her
career, and a fairly balanced treatment of various stages and aspects of her life.
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Cole, William. Knock Knocks; The Most Ever; illus. by Mike Thaler. Watts, 1976. 75-33205.
96p. $4.90.
"Knock knock. Who's there? Francis. Francis who? Francis where people speak
Ad French," or ". . . Jerome who? Jerome on the range lately?" Illustrated in cartoon
4-6 style, this compilation of knock-knock jokes ranges from good (not many really
clever) puns to labored word play like ".. . King Kong who? King Kong the witch is
dead," or "Hubbard who? Hubbard can sing louder than his bird."
Cook, Ann. What Was It Like? When Your Grandparents Were Your Age; by Ann Cook,
Marilyn Gittell & Herb Mack. Pantheon, 1976. 75-35893. 81p. illus. Paperback ed.
$3.95; Library ed. $4.99 net.
Chiefly a collection of sepia photographs, with reproductions of some newspaper
Ad headlines, advertisements, price lists, etc. The text is primarily descriptive, but
4-6 contains a rather tedious amount of "What difference do you think this would have
made ... How much do you know about ... Which do you think you would prefer
.. ?" Yet, as a miniature photodocumentary of an historical period, this may
intrigue some children, it gives information about a broad range of life two genera-
tions ago, and it may stimulate children's interest in many issues raised or implied in
the text or illustrations: changing economy, clothes as cultural indicators, child
labor, transportation development, and so on.
Corbett, Scott. The Hockey Girls. Dutton, 1976. 75-33804. 104p. $6.50.
The announcement that there will be a sports program for girls at Wagstaff High
R causes dismay among a group of first year girls, especially Irma, the protagonist, who
4-6 has no interest in athletics. An elderly, popular English teacher, Miss Tingley, is the
coach for field hockey, and she really whips the team into shape. They think. They
lose their first game 11-0, in part due to the fact that their coach has a broken leg and
the substitute is ineffectual. But Miss Tingley comes back, the team is stimulated,
and Wagstaff High wins the return match. The story has some elements of the
formula sports story, with two rivals (Irma and Fran) learning to cooperate for the
good of the team and one unenthusiastic player who, at a crucial moment, dashes in
to help save the game, but there is enough humor in the writing and the sprightly
dialogue to compensate amply, and the story has good game sequences as well as
explanations of rules and techniques of play.
Corcoran, Barbara. Axe-Time, Sword-Time. Atheneum, 1976. 75-29468. 204p. $6.95.
The head injury she had had as a small child had left Elinor with no less intelli-
R gence, but with a malfunction that kept her from reading or spelling well. Mother
7-10 insists that Elinor should stay in school for an extra year so that she can get into
college. It isn't what Elinor wants, but it's hard to break away, especially since
Mother is bereft because Dad has walked out. The story is set in the period of World
War II, and Elinor, elated by her success as an airplane spotter, lonely because her
brother and her boy friend have enlisted, breaks the silver cord and gets a war plant
job. Elinor's problems are not those of all readers, but most adolescents face similar
situations: adjusting to, and accepting, one's own limitations; establishing indepen-
dence from parents; and learning, as Elinor does, to accept people with other--even
disparate-interests and backgrounds. The writing is subdued but not sedate, the
characters and relationships perceptively depicted.
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Corey, Dorothy. You Go Away; pictures by Lois Axeman. Whitman, 1976. 75-33015. 29p.
Trade ed. $3.75; Library ed. $2.81 net.
Although simple enough for the beginning reader, this is primarily for reading
R aloud to preschool children. It iterates the idea that people who go away-whether
3-5 it's a baby being tossed into the air, a little brother hiding under the bed, Daddy going
yrs. off with a basket of laundry, or Mother leaving a child with a sitter at a sandbox
-- come back. The text moves from a brief distance and a brief time to longer times
and distances, concluding with parents going off with luggage, "far away." Each
time, reassuringly, "I come back," or "You come back," and in closing, "You will
come back!" The pictures have ethnic variety, the text can help extend concepts of
time and distance as well as helping children adjust to the realization that having a
parent leave does not mean one is being abandoned.
Cornish, Sam. Grandmother's Pictures; illus. by Jeanne Johns. Bradbury, 1976. 75-33566.
31p. $4.95.
A prose poem is beautifully illustrated by soft, almost blurred pictures that look
Ad like selections from a family album-and, indeed, this is what the text refers to. Not a
4-6 story, but a fragmentary musing, the reminiscing is done by a black boy who loves his
grandmother but is awed by her, who cannot remember the father who died when the
boy was very young, who is intrigued by finding associations with the past. The
random nature of the boy's memories does not preclude the establishment of a vivid
picture of an elderly woman's sometimes lonely life, but the verbal collage does falter
when an irrelevant note is introduced. For example, the boy is describing articles in
his grandmother's home, moves to another topic, then back to his grandmother:
" ... her wash hanging from the clothesline in the kitchen. One day I got into a fight
with the boy upstairs because he said his father had the longest blackest car in the
neighborhood and electric lights in every room. Pulling down the shades before she
lit the oil lamp to read . . . did not keep any secrets from the neighbors."
Couffer, Jack. African Summer; by Jack and Mike Couffer; sketches by Charles Callahan.
Putnam, 1976. 76-7917. 96p. $6.95.
A record of a summer spent on an island in an East African lake is recorded
R alternately by Jack Couffer, there to film a television series, and by his thirteen-
6- year-old son, who came along with his friend Charles. Some of the sequences de-
scribe filming episodes (some dangerous, some amusing) and others adventures with
the wild creatures of Kenya or the tame performers, chiefly lions, brought in by the
television crew. The writing styles are informal, the setting fascinating, and the
double lure of filming and animals should capture readers.
Crayder, Dorothy. Ishkabibble! drawings by Susan Vaeth. Atheneum, 1976. 75-30862. 100 p.
$5.95.
Lucy, who has recently become the butt of classroom teasing, runs into a scruffy
M little woman who announces that she is a guru from New Jersey, and that she will
4-5 help Lucy get over being Public Victim Number One. She gives her a word: "Ish-
kabibble," and after a few false starts, Lucy finds it works. There are some humor-
ous lines in the story, and the concept of ending hazing by refusing to let it bother one
has veracity, but the situation is not convincingly developed, and the final school
scene, with classes in an uproar of saying "Ishkabibble," and teachers distraught, is
almost slapstick. The story falls awkwardly between realism and fantasy, without the
cohesion that has marked previous Crayder books.
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Cresswell, Helen. The Winter of the Birds. Macmillan, 1976. 75-34278. 244p. $7.95.
First published in England, a story that is told from three viewpoints is beautifully
R put together. First, the musings of a lonely old recluse, Mr. Rudge, who sees the
6- steel birds who come at night, on long wires, to strike and slash. Second, the journal
* kept by young Edward Flack, foster son to a timid father and a curt, domineering
mother. Third, the narration by the author. Into the working class neighborhood of
St. Savior's Street come Mrs. Flack's meek older brother and the loquacious, expan-
sive, radiant Patrick Finn, who has just rescued the brother after a suicide attempt
and has decided to come along with him to visit Mrs. Flack. For Edward, who has
been training himself to be heroic, Finn is a true hero-and Cresswell makes him a
convincing one. Always able to cope, always cheerful, Finn deals with bullying boys
firmly and with their victim, Mr. Rudge, gently. He gives Mrs. Flack's brother
courage to start a new sort of life, he charms Mrs. Flack, he thinks of a scheme to get
rid of the winter birds of steel that terrify Rudge and Edward, and he is a catalyst for
community action. The characters and dialogue have enormous vitality, the story is
cohesive despite its tripartite nature, and the writing style has consummate craft.
Crippen, David. Two Sides of the River; illus. by David Scott Brown. Abingdon, 1976.
75-25512. 27p. $4.25.
Two brothers, Makokha and Wanga, live on one side of a river in Kenya; on the
M other side live Otaha and his four brothers, who throw sticks and stones at Makokha
3-5 and Wanga whenever they are near enough. One day three of the latter's cows stray
across the bridge, and Otaha and his brothers delight in separating the animals.
Makokha and Wanga are very tired when they finish rounding up the beasts, but the
former, a strong swimmer, rescues Otaha's youngest brother who has stayed behind
to swim alone and found himself in trouble. No words are exchanged, but Makokha
feels at peace. The story points a moral: it is good to return unkindness with kind-
ness, but it is very slow-moving, told in pedestrian style, and inconclusive in its
ending.
Cutler, Ivor. Elephant Girl; pictures by Helen Oxenbury. Morrow, 1976. 75-38755. 22p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
Amusing and deft drawings have the same mock-ingenuous humor as the text, a
R palatably nonsensical fantasy that reflects the quality of a child's imaginative play. A
2-5 small girl, digging in her garden with a spoon, unearths an amicable elephant who
yrs. permits the child-her name is Balooky Klujypop-to scrub him-his name is
Pansy-and hold him up to the sun to dry. With one hand. Then he gives her a ride
and then she grants his request and buries him cosily in the earth again. Length,
style, and humor are nicely gauged for the very young audience.
Davis, Burke. Runaway Balloon; The Last Flight of Confederate Air Force One; drawings
by Salvatore Murdocca. Coward, 1976. 75-29060. 46p. $5.95.
A fictionalized account of a true incident of the Civil War is given in a casual,
R humorous style. Impressed by the observation balloon of the Federal troops, Gen-
4-6 eral Joe Johnston sent out an appeal to Confederate womanhood for silk to make a
balloon for the cause. When the patchwork bag and its basket was ready, the general
pressed for a volunteer-and young John Randolph Bryan stepped forward. His first
trip was brief, albeit successful; on his second flight, the reluctant Lieutenant Bryan
thought he was going to make a watery landing after the balloon escaped from the
men holding its ropes, so he jettisoned everything. And that's how a naked young
man in a peculiar vehicle, of which a dubious Confederate colonel had never heard,
had to explain the Whole Thing.
[8]
Dickinson, Alice. Taken By the Indians; True Tales of Captivity. Watts, 1976. 75-22307.
138p. illus. $5.90.
Stories of six captives (three men, three women) are set in the years 1676-1864 and
R include varying, but always substantial, amounts of material from the captives' own
7- narratives. As Dickinson comments in her introduction, ". .. it is notable how often
in these narratives we see the captives being gradually won over to a different point
of view, until they came to understand their captors and to view them with friendship
and affection." The source materials are well chosen, informative, and straight-
forward, giving, in their variety, a vivid picture of some Native American cultures.
Each account is prefaced by an explanatory background; the original materials are in
smaller type, with linking material adroitly tying citations together. The type is unfor-
tunately small and solid. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Erdoes, Richard. The Sun Dance People; written and photographed by Richard Erdoes.
Knopf, 1976. 218p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.49 net.
A comprehensive and detailed examination of Pueblo history and of Pueblo Indian
R life today is permeated with Erdoes' knowledgeable sympathy for the Native Ameri-
8- can and a tart candor in his references to the Spanish and American impositions of
* their own cultures and lack of understanding of the stable, harmonious cultures they
have disrupted. A very impressive book. The writing is not objective, but it is
dignified yet dramatic; the bibliography and index are extensive.
Flanagan, Geraldine Lux. Window Into a Nest; by Geraldine Lux Flanagan and Sean Morris.
Houghton, 1976. 75-17028. 96p. illus. $7.95.
A nesting box with open back was built against a window, the window was covered
R with black cloth, and the cloth could be stealthily pulled aside for observation and
5- photography. Thus the authors were able to record minute details of the events of
chickadee family life: the furnishing of the nest, as the birds imitated nest-cupping,
the patterns of egg-brooding, the incessant activity of feeding seven chicks (including
solving such problems as coping with an oversize, uncooperative caterpillar), and the
preparation for flight. Flanagan and Morris describe all these activities, but they
make them more interesting and comprehensible by discussing purposes, problems,
and some of the behavior that could not be recorded on film.
Fleming, Alice, comp. America Is Not All Traffic Lights; Poems of the Midwest; illus. with
photographs. Little, 1976. 75-25651. 68p. illus. $5.95.
Fleming has chosen with discrimination poems that have a great diversity of mood,
R subject, and style, and the photographs that illustrate the poems have been selected
5- with equal care. Among the poets represented are Brooks, Dickinson, William Rose
Benet, Sandburg, and Sherwood Anderson; among the selections are an Osage
chant, a funeral lament, lyrics that reflect the cities and the prairies, and poems about
people.
Forman, James. The Survivor. Farrar, 1976. 76-2478. 272p. $7.95.
Just as many Jewish families in Germany felt more German than Jewish, so did
R David Ullman's family think of themselves as Dutch citizens who were also Jews.
8- That was before the Germans came. In the long and detailed story of the Ullmans are
all the apprehension, danger, persecution, and manic prejudice that are traced in
Meltzer's book, reviewed below. David's sister Ruth works for the underground, his
grandfather commits suicide, his mother dies of exposure, and he (with his father and
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brother) goes to Auschwitz. Only David survives, and the grim, powerful story ends
with the war over and David setting out for Palestine to find a younger sister and an
uncle. This is not more real than Meltzer's Holocaust, but it is just as intensive an
examination, just as convincing although fictionalized and with a narrower scope.
The print is, unfortunately, very small.
Fritz, Jean. What's the Big Idea, Ben Franklin? illus. by Margot Tomes. Coward, 1976.
75-25902. 47p. $6.95.
The usual breezy, entertaining Fritz style masks the usual meticulous Fritz re-
R search in a brisk biography that is informal and informative. The adroit and amusing
3-5 illustrations have interesting period details and are nicely integrated with the text,
which focuses on Franklin's multifaceted career but also gives personal details and
quotes some of his pithy sayings. Enough background information about colonial
affairs is given to enable readers to understand the importance of Franklin's con-
tributions to the public good but not so much that it obtrudes on his life story.
Although the text is not punctuated by references or footnotes, a page of notes (with
numbers for pages referred to) is appended; the references are not always clear.
George, Jean (Craighead). Going to the Sun. Harper, 1976. 75-25403. 132p. Trade ed. $4.95;
Library ed. $4.79 net.
Trying to defend himself against Will Morgan's attack on a mountain trail, Marcus
Ad had seen Will plunge to his death. The Morgan clan were therefore adamantly op-
7-9 posed to Marcus' seeing Melissa Morgan. All except Melissa. Secretly married, the
two go off to work as observers for a wildlife research station. Marcus, a practiced
hunter, has long wanted to bag Old Gore, the most venerable of the mountain goats.
Melissa pleads with Marcus for the goat's life, but by the time Marcus has discov-
ered that his new familiarity with the goat herd has made him change his mind about
killing Old Gore, he has lost Melissa. He writes her, explaining that he had not killed
Old Gore, and telling her that he is going off to work on another project in the
Canadian Rockies. This is a plea for the protection of wild animals, and an effective
one; it is less effective as a story, since the plot is more or less abandoned after the
first four chapters about the family feud and the love affair; the succeeding chapters
are interesting as observations of a wildlife community, accurately detailed and
sympathetically seen through Melissa's eyes, but the story line almost disappears.
Hazen, Barbara Shook. World World What Can I Do? illus. by Margaret Leibold. Abingdon,
1976. 74-34186. 26p. $5.95.
Rhymed questions (by children) and answers (by a lake, a park, grass, air, a bird, a
Ad street) carry a message of concern for the environment and suggest the responsibility
K-2 of the individual. The illustrations are pedestrian but colorful; the rhymes are occa-
sionally faulty ("please" and "leaves") and the suggestions occasionally
oversimplified, as in "Air around me / what can I do? / What can I do for
you? / Help put out the bonfire on the hill / and hope that the smokestacks will one
day be still." A worthy but didactic message, this should be useful as a base for
discussion of ecological transgressions and kindness to animals.
Heide, Florence Parry. Growing Anyway Up. Lippincott, 1976. 75-40033. 128p. $5.95.
Florence Stirkel, who tells the story, is a withdrawn and disturbed child whose
R undemonstrative mother, a widow, decides to move to Pennsylvania to be near her
5-7 sister-in-law, Nina. Florence dislikes the private school in which she has been en-
rolled, and she dislikes the man who courts and later marries her mother. Only Aunt
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Nina, volatile and affectionate, awakens Florence's interest and gives her
self-confidence. Nina, in fact, is Florence's bridge to a stability that is only beginning
to be evident by the end of the book. The adult characters are convincing enough but
not explored in depth; Florence is. Her fears, her compulsive patterns of behavior
(saying words backwards, feeling unsafe unless she looks in certain directions in a
certain way a certain number of times) her self-denigration, are depicted with sharp
perception.
Hoban, Lillian. Arthur's Pen Pal; story and pictures by Lillian Hoban. Harper, 1976. 75-6289.
64p. (I Can Read Book). Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Another story about that beguiling child in chimpanzee form, Arthur. Here he
R wistfully contrasts his sister Violet, who squabbles and teases, with the sibling rela-
K-2 tionship enjoyed by his pen pal, Sandy. Sandy has a big brother who does karate with
him. They Indian wrestle. All that little Violet can do is skip rope. Then Arthur
discovers that Sandy is a girl, that she beats her brother at karate. Suddenly Violet
seems satisfactory to him, and he writes his pen pal a letter that boasts of Violet's
prowess at skipping Red Hot Pepper and double loop-the-loop. A conventional view
of sex roles, but a very funny one, is given in a story told very simply, with dialogue
that is truly childlike and pictures that capture the busy enthusiasm of childhood.
Hutchins, Pat. Don't Forget the Bacon! Greenwillow, 1976. 75-17935. 28p. illus. Trade. ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $5.81 net.
Brisk mildly humorous pictures in sunny colors show an absent-minded child
Ad repeatedly revising a shopping list as he passes interesting objects. One item, for
K-2 example, is a "cake for tea," but he sees, in turn, a bicyclist's cape and a man raking
leaves, and the item becomes a "cape for me," and a "rake for leaves." Saying the
four items over, the boy remembers the last (" . . . and don't forget the bacon")
correctly-but it's the one thing he doesn't bring home. Sheer nonsense, of course,
but it's carried a bit far with such substitutions as "six fat legs" for "six farm eggs."
Despite this, and despite the coincidences of encounters that remind the boy of what
he should have purchased, this is the type of extravagant humor that young children
find appealing.
Keller, John G. Krispin's Fair; illus. by Ed Emberley. Little, 1976. 76-3537. 28p. $4.95.
Emberley's curly, ornate line drawings are crowded with details on some pages,
Ad but they have a bucolic coziness that suits the cheerful character of the little knight,
K-2 Prince Krispin. The setting is feudal, and a very disdainful cousin, Prince Roderick,
comes to visit Krispin. Roderick picks at his food, complains about sleeping with
animals (the bag of food for Krispin's horse hangs inside a half-door in Roderick's
chamber, an unexplained whimsy in a medieval castle) and is so sour that Krispin
finally tells him to join the fun of the day's fair or go home. So Roderick stays and,
the story ends, " . .. he had a very good time indeed. In fact, everyone had a very
good time." The message is clear (the guest, like the host, has obligations) but the
slight story has an abrupt ending.
Kherdian, David, ed. Poems Here and Now; Linoleum cuts by Nonny Hogrogian. Greenwil-
low, 1976. 75-37586. 64p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
A collection of some of the editor's favorite contemporary poems, chosen to
Ad exemplify the variety of work being done today. Many of the selections are light in
5- tone; although some are serious, this book contains no poems of anger or protest.
Some of the poems are as brief as "Ode to a Violin" by Luis Salinas: "Six
lessons / in six weeks / I leave / you / on a bench / wounded," or Robert Creeley's
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"A Step": "Things / come and go / Then / let them." Others are more substantial,
but not ponderous; some of the poets whose work is included are not well known,
some as familiar as William Carlos Williams or Richard Brautigan. Not an imposing
anthology, but a pleasant one.
Konigsburg, E. L. Father's Arcane Daughter. Atheneum, 1976. 76-5495. 118p. $5.95.
Beginning this unusual story, and alternating with the longer sections of the narra-
R tive, are passages of dialogue in italics. The speakers are not identified until the very
5-9 end of the book, providing an element of surprise that adds to its suspense. They are
* speaking in the present, referring always to the unfolding tale told by Winston, son by
a second marriage of a very wealthy man, and older brother to Heidi, an awkward,
often uncouth, and apparently retarded child. Winston is torn between his protective
love for Heidi and his resentment at the demands she makes of him and that their
mother makes on Heidi's behalf. Then comes father's other daughter, Caroline, who
has been missing for seventeen years. Kidnapped, she had disappeared. Is the
woman who claims to be Caroline genuine--or is she an imposter who knows that a
large fortune is at stake? Winston's mother is dubious and jealous, but Caroline
passes every test and is accepted by their delighted father. The children love her,
but her stepmother, irritated by Caroline's efforts to have Heidi tested and helped,
decides that the child should no longer visit her stepsister. The conclusion is strong
and dramatic, the characterizations and relationships drawn with depth and percep-
tion, and the story line original and beautifully crafted.
Kotzwinkle, William. The Leopard's Tooth; drawings by Joe Servello. Seabury, 1976.
75-25504. 95p. $6.95.
A safari story is set in 1911, when young Charles Pickett and his father accompany
NR bluff Sir Henry Turnbull on his search for traces of primitive man in Africa. A witch
5-6 doctor that Turnbull has antagonized on a previous visit haunts them, finally turning
Sir Henry into a leopard; the magic leopard's tooth he was supposed to wear for
protection had obviously been forgotten. The Picketts hunt in vain, decide to go
home, but board a ship bound for England when Charles (wearing the tooth) feels a
strange burning sensation. And there, caught by a circus collector and caged, is a
leopard; Charles courageously slips the tooth necklace over the ferocious beast's
head, and-before their very eyes-the leopard changes into Sir Henry. The setting
and the element of danger may have some appeal to readers, but the story is neither
well written nor convincing, and the characters are stereotypes.
Lewis, Stephen. Zoo City. Greenwillow, 1976. 75-35659. 28p. illus. $6.95.
Pages in this book are cut horizontally, so that bottom and top halves can be
Ad matched. The first three pictures on the bottom half are, for example, a hippo, an
K-2 elephant and a giraffe. The top set of pictures are referred to as "city animals,"
machines or other inanimate objects chosen because they resemble the living ani-
mals; they are not in the same order, but they have-as do the photographs of the
bottom set-the names of the real animals printed on the facing page. Some of the
resemblances are striking, some are less easy to see. The chief value of the book is
probably the encouragement of observation; the concept is amusing; however, some
of the matching pictures show only a minimal resemblance. The pages are not easy to
handle, since it is necessary to hold one set of pages open while turning the other set
to find a match.
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Litchfield, Ada. A Button in Her Ear; pictures by Eleanor Mill. Whitman, 1976. 75-28390.
28p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $2.96 net.
Angela describes the way her friend Buzzie used to mutter, and her teacher said
Ad odd things ("Tomorrow we're going to bur our sweaters"), and then how her
2-3 parents were upset when she misunderstood their remarks. Medical tests proved that
Angela needed a hearing aid; a wise teacher set the tone for a casual acceptance by
classmates. (The teacher had, incidentally, said "Tomorrow we're going to learn our
letters.") The illustrations are simple and adequate; the text does not go into all the
aspects of problems, testing, equipment, and adjustment for the hard of hearing, but
it has just enough information for the primary grades reader, and it can be as educa-
tional (both as to facts and attitudes) for the child with normal hearing as it may be
solacing to the child with impaired hearing. A foreword addressed to adults seems
ill-placed in a book for independent readers; the one weakness of the text is that there
are so many instances of misheard remarks like the teacher's announcement about
the "sweaters."
Lively, Penelope. The Whispering Knights; illus. by Gareth Floyd. Dutton,1976. 75-33670.
160p. $6.95.
Three children, conducting an experiment, have assembled frogs' legs, the tongue
R of a toy dog, and other ingredients ("Eye of newt, and the toe of frog . .") for a
4-6 witch's brew. Only gradually do they realize that they have indeed conjured a witch:
Morgan le Fay, who persecutes and frightens them. Their refuge is an elderly
woman, Miss Hepplewhite, who functions as a white witch, helping them to evade
and at last to defeat the wily Morgan with the help of the circle of stones that come
alive in the last, desperate battle of good against evil. The children and the fantasy
are believable, but the plot is rather slow-paced for all its dramatic moments; this has
neither the evocative quality of The House in Norham Gardens nor the tempo and
humor of Lively's Carnegie Medal book, The Ghost of Thomas Kempe, but it does
have her polished style.
Livingston, Myra Cohn. 4-Way Stop and Other Poems; drawings by James J. Spanfeller.
Atheneum, 1976. 75-28068. 40p. $4.95.
From one of the best contemporary children's poets, this new collection offers
R variety of mood, subject, and form, with a consistently high quality. Livingston is
5-9 equally proficient at writing a lyric poem like "October," a humorous piece like
"Revenge" (a declaration of vengeance against whoever took the last cooky in the
jar), or a sharp comment on current concerns like "Pollution." The illustrations,
more decorative than interpretive, are gravely handsome.
McDermott, Beverly Brodsky. The Golem; A Jewish Legend. Lippincott, 1976. 75-29136.
39p. illus. $8.95.
The legend of the Golem, a clay creature created and brought to life, long ago, by a
R Prague Rabbi, to protect his people against persecution, is told in prose as stark as
4-6 hammer blows and is illustrated by strong paintings vibrant with deep, rich colors.
The Golem has the Name of God in his mouth, but he is mute. Silent and watchful,
he guards the ghetto; when a shouting crowd advances with "Kill the Jews!" the
Golem grows into a giant, crushing people, leveling houses, and hurling rocks. The
Rabbi commands that the Golem return to the dust from which he came; the Golem
opens his mouth, the Name of God tumbles out, and he dies. And the Rabbi mourns,
and puts the sacred clay away. A stunning interpretation of the legend.
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Martini, Teri. All Because of Jill. Westminster, 1976. 75-44167. 155p. $6.95.
Most of the action in this novel concerns Jill, Beth's older sister, but it is told by
Ad Beth and seen from her viewpoint. Their mother, doting on Jill, cannot see that she is
7-10 used and abused by her elder daughter. Beth sees it clearly and with bitterness,
resenting the fact that she must either lie on Jill's behalf or make her mother unhappy
by exposing Jill's lies. Desperately anxious to make a "good" marriage, pregnant,
home after hospitalization for drug addiction, Jill elopes. Beth, who has reluctantly
dated a German immigrant who's sneered at by most of her classmates, learns to
appreciate him as a thoroughly nice human being. In part due to his friendship, in
part to the continuing support she gets from her friend Andrea, Beth slowly gains
self-confidence and comes out of Jill's shadow. The pattern isn't unusual, but the
writing style is adequate; the characterization varies in conviction and depth.
Mee, Charles L. Happy Birthday, Baby Jesus; pictures by Ken Munowitz. Harper, 1976.
76-3831. 32p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
A very simplified version of the Nativity story is illustrated with stiff black and
Ad white drawings in which there is a resemblance between animal and human charac-
3-5 ters (and the angel), all of whom have a blob of a nose, round eyes, or-in some
yrs. pictures-no eyes. The retelling certainly lacks the grace of Biblical language, but it
does convey a sense of piety and a mood of tenderness and joy as the animals,
shepherds, and wise men come to wish a happy birthday to the Child.
Meltzer, Milton. Never to Forget; The Jews of the Holocaust. Harper, 1976. 75-25409. 217p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $7.11 net.
The young people for whom this book was written will not remember the unbeliev-
R able horror that the world outside Europe felt, learning of the tragically successful
8- story of Hitler's program to exterminate the Jews, but they may have read of the
* Holocaust. They will never have read a more moving and explicit documentation.
Meltzer has searched sources, marshalled the facts, quoted from eyewitnesses, sur-
vivors, contemporary commentators, diaries, and court testimony. His text is
meticulously organized and written with an inexorable flow; it describes not only the
persecution, pogroms, and death camps, but also the resistance workers of the ghet-
tos, the camps, and the labor force. A chronology, an extensive divided bibliog-
raphy, and an index are appended.
Milton, Hilary H. November's Wheel. Abelard-Schuman, 1976. 75-23040. 186p. $6.95.
Billy Bob Keefer is not quite nine, and the one thing in the world he wants is the
Ad bicycle that's one of the prizes in a grocery store raffle. The time is 1932, the setting a
4-6 southern town, and Billy Bob's family is eking out the depression, aware that they
are luckier than many: they have a home and food, even if Papa Will (grandfather)
puts cardboard soles in his shoes and they must use one electric light at a time to save
costs. Most of the book is devoted to Billy Bob's efforts to earn enough money in the
form of raffle tickets to have a chance for the new bicycle, but much of the story
concerns the plight of others who are harder hit by the depression and by a sub-plot
in which Billy Bob helps instill courage into another boy who's recently become
crippled and in which Billy Bob also tells the sick boy's father, a doctor, about a local
inventor who has produced a leg exerciser. Upshot: although Billy Bob doesn't win
the bike, he gets it by a slightly devious path from the grateful doctor. Although the
book does give a bleakly vivid picture of the effects of the depression, such material
almost outweighs the story line. The author stresses the simple virtues; Billy Bob and
his family are scrupulously honest, kind to others even when it costs them time or
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money, helpful to each other, industrious, appreciative of what they have, and
courteous. The author doesn't make prigs of them, but they are almost too good to be
true. The writing style is competent, characterization adequate, and dialogue excel-
lent.
Monjo, Ferdinand N. Willie Jasper's Golden Eagle; Being an Eyewitness Account of the
Great Steamboat Race Between the NATCHEZ and the ROBERT E. LEE; illus.
by Douglas Gorsline. Doubleday, 1976. 75-28455. 95p. $6.95.
Since Mamma was going to have a baby, Willie went instead as his father's com-
Ad panion on a trip to New Orleans in 1870. His account of the trip is casual, colloquial,
5-7 occasionally ungrammatical, and just a bit heavy with information about New Or-
leans and the river boats, but the concluding episode describing the race between the
Natchez and the Robert E. Lee is exciting and it makes a good case for Willie's view
that the captain of the winning boat had taken unfair advantage from the start. A
bibliography of sources is cited.
Olsen, Ib Spang. Little Locomotive; English trans. by Virginia Allen Jensen. Coward, 1976.
75-13191. 32p. illus. $6.95.
Sprightly drawings have a vigor and variety that is not quite achieved by the text;
Ad both have humorous elements. The story is not highly original, but it has some nice
3-5 incidents in the telling, and part of the story is told in rhyme. A little locomotive takes
yrs. off on its own, singing "Oh happy day, I'm on my way," as it leaves the city and
heads off into the countryside. It runs right into Mrs. Jensen's kitchen and
-frightened by her scream-out again; it picks up her laundry and eventually brings
it back; it runs out of steam and chugs slowly to a stop right back where it started
from. "And whenever it rains, it thinks about the time it dried its wheels on Mrs.
Jensen's doormat."
Perl, Lila. The Global Food Shortage; Food Scarcity on Our Planet and What We Can Do
About It; illus. with photographs. Morrow, 1976. 75-35860. 128p. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.11 net.
A sober and sobering look at the complicated problems of food shortages in a
R world in which a small percentage of people eats lavishly and a large percentage
6-9 suffers from malnutrition or dies from starvation, in which the grain that would keep
millions alive is used to feed animals that will be eaten by comparatively few, in
which the growing need for high-yield crops conflicts with the growing scarcity of
energy resources that contribute to the fertilization, harvesting, and distribution of
such crops. Perl also considers such factors as pollution and political influences on
food-sharing. A thoughtful book, despite some small inconsistencies and errors, a
valuable discussion of problems and partial solutions, including population control,
this is authoritative and informative. A bibliography and an index are appended.
Poole, Josephine. Touch and Go. Harper, 1976. 176p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
The omniscience of the young, in many of the mysteries written for them, is
R usually not believable. Here, because one of them-Charles-is with his father, who
7- is a policeman pretending to be on holiday but actually on a security mission, the
knowledge Charles has shared with Emily makes it credible that they should realize
that a major crime is being planned. Emily, who tells the story, is on a farm holiday in
Devon with her mother; kept overnight in a hospital after a car crash en route to the
farm, Emily has already worried about the old woman in the hospital and the man
with icy, threatening eyes who sat by the woman's bed. The characterization is
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adequate, the dialogue unusually good, the plot tight, and the suspense delightfully
unbearable.
Reit, Ann, comp. Alone Amid All This Noise; A Collection of Women's Poetry. Four Winds,
1976. 75-38705. 118p. $6.95.
A fine collection, arranged by birth dates of the poets, includes authors of many
R countries and centuries, from ancient Greece to today. Some of the poets are as well
6- known as Dickinson, Millay, Plath, or Giovanni; others are little known either in the
original or in translation. The selections have been chosen to reflect images and
concerns of women, and they have been chosen well. An author-title index is ap-
pended.
Rice, Eve. What Sadie Sang; story and pictures by Eve Rice. Greenwillow, 1976. 75-33244.
28p. $4.95.
Sadie is old enough to walk, but sometimes she wants to be carried; she doesn't
R talk, but she does sing an amicable "Gheee, gheee, gheee" to dogs and trees and
2-4 boats as she's pushed along in her stroller. Then Sadie and Mama go home, and
yrs. Saide sings her "Gheee" song until she falls asleep. The story is slight, but it's nice
to have a book with a protagonist so young that very small listeners can identify with
her.
Richardson, Ben Albert. Great Black Americans; by Ben Albert Richardson and William A.
Fahey. Rev. ed. (Formerly titled Great American Negroes.) T. Y. Crowell, 1976.
75-12841. 344p. illus. $7.50.
A revision of the 1956 title, Great American Negroes, a collective biography; six
R of the original inclusions have been dropped, and several new subjects added to total
7-12 thirty-one. The biographies are grouped under such headings as theater, literature,
education and public affairs, and sports. In addition to new material, the text has
been carefully revised, and to considerable advantage. In the biography of Duke
Ellington, for example, such florid phrases as ". .. playing... the common C scale
with the languid fluidity of an andante movement," becomes simply, " ... playing
even the common scale of C major slowly, with great expression." And a rather
tedious imagined dialogue about piano practice has been dropped. A useful and
interesting book, this contains photographs of each biographee, and an index.
Ryder, Joanne. Simon Underground; pictures by John Schoenherr. Harper, 1976. 74-20397.
32p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Nicely illustrated by Schoenherr's finely detailed pictures of a tunneling mole, this
Ad describes at slow pace the instincts that cause a mole to dig a pathway to a deep
K-2 winter burrow and to emerge again in the springtime. While much of the text gives
realistic information, there are anthropomorphic touches that weaken it: Simon the
mole whispers "Oooh, it's so empty here," and "thinks proudly 'Nobody knows I'm
here.' " The writing style is lyric: "Fragile smells of flowers, the wild smells of the
air. Special places to share with others. And tucked away deep down, Simon longed
for spring." This may give some concept of seasonal change or animal behavior, but
it doesn't serve as a source of information, it has too little action as a narrative, and
the text moves slowly. It can serve as a springboard for discussion.
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St. George, Judith. By George, Bloomers! illus. by Margot Tomes. Coward, 1976. 75-22005.
48p. $4.69.
A story set in the mid-nineteenth century has one real character, Mrs. Amelia
Ad Bloomer, originator of the then-shocking innovation of pants (covered by a dress that
2-3 came below the knees) for women. Mrs. Bloomer is one of Hannah's neighbors, and
Hannah's friends Tad and Joel sing a taunting song about her as she goes by. But
Hannah thinks bloomers would be wonderful, since she is an active child who likes to
climb and run. A young aunt comes to visit, and she wears bloomers. A younger
brother needs rescue from a roof, and only Hannah can get through the small attic
window; wearing bloomers, she can climb easily and also has her hands free to help
little Jamie. So Mama relents, despite her previous scathing remarks about such a
garment, and Hannah is allowed to wear bloomers. The plot is basically patterned
(prove something to parents and win a point) but the story gives historical perspec-
tive, it's pleasantly told and illustrated, both text and pictures being lightly humor-
ous, and it doesn't stress its point too obtrusively.
Sarton, May. A Walk Through the Woods; pictures by Kazue Mizumura. Harper, 1975.
75-25413. 31p. Trade ed. $5.50; Library ed. $5.11 net.
The poet describes her walk through springtime woods and meadows with two
Ad pets. "Speed!" the dog barks, "Speed is what I need!" The cat, Bramble, thinks,
K-3 "A walk is a quiet thing." Sarton speaks of her pets' antics, of the sharp green leaves
of the beech trees, an emerald cushion of moss, of traces of wild creatures. The poem
ends with the return home, a snack, a nap, and "Even the birds are resting now in
the lovely woods." Softly brushed, pale greens and yellows in the illustrations give
the feeling of the burgeoning season. The poem evokes a season and a mood, but it
may be limited in its appeal to young listeners because it is so quiet a piece, requiring
for appreciation a familiarity with the special charm of early spring in a rural setting
that some may not remember and some may never have had.
Scott, Jack Denton. Canada Geese; photographs by Ozzie Sweet. Putnam, 1976. 76-871. 64p.
$6.95.
"The hounds of heaven," the Cree call the Canada geese, flying in perfect V
R formation as they migrate, honking their wild cries. Into a smoothly flowing text,
5- Scott incorporates information about migration theories and flight patterns, biologi-
* cal clocks and conservation, predators and sanctuaries. He describes mating, nest-
ing, parental care, courtship, and other aspects of the behavior of individual geese,
families, and flocks, as well as the physical features of the geese. There is no obtru-
sive introduction of facts, but they emerge with quiet authority in a book written with
no sentimentality but great appreciation. The photographs, carefully placed in rela-
tion to textual references, are clear and handsome, whether they are informative
close shots or stunning pictures of a skein of geese silhouetted against a moonlit sky.
Sendak, Maurice. Some Swell Pup; or Are You Sure You Want a Dog? by Maurice Sendak
and Matthew Margolis; illus. by Maurice Sendak. Farrar, 1976. 75-42870. 26p. $5.95.
For primary grades independent readers as well as for the read-aloud audience,
R this amusing and instructive picture book stresses the fact that it is normal for a
K-4 puppy to be destructive and make messes, that a pup is best trained with patience and
kindness. No yelling, no hitting. Sendak uses humor in dialogue and pictures to make
the message palatable; Margolis is director of the National Institute of Dog Training.
The pictures are in cartoon style, full of action and humor, showing a boy and girl
(one insisting the dog is male, the other persistently calling it "she") who mistreat
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their pup, are scolded and taught by a mysterious cloaked bear, and learn that formal
training shouldn't start until the puppy is twelve weeks old.
Silverstein, Alvin. Potatoes; AllAbout Them; by Alvin and Virginia B. Silverstein; illus. by
Shirley Chan. Prentice-Hall, 1976. 75-33242. 118p. $5.95.
The ubiquitous potato is examined from innumerable angles: its history, its nutri-
R tive value, the ways in which it is processed and served, the way it reproduces,
4-7 potato diseases, using potatoes in arts and crafts, games that involve potatoes, et
cetera. Some recipes are included, and an index is appended. The material is or-
ganized well, the writing is straightforward and clear, experiments are suggested, and
the whole book has a brisk, competent air.
Singer, Isaac Bashevis, ad. A Tale of Three Wishes; pictures by Irene Lieblich. Farrar, 1976.
30p. $4.95.
Set in a European shtetl of the past, this is the story of three small children who
Ad have heard that on the last day of the Feast of Tabernacles, the heavens open and
3-5 that those who see it have a minute's time to make a wish. They stay up and watch,
and the sky opens: serephim, cherubim, Jacob's ladder! They waste their wishes,
and an old man sees them crying and lectures them on wanting things too easily that
they should deserve only by effort. Years pass. Shlomah studies so hard he becomes
adviser to the King of Poland, Moshe becomes a rabbi and Esther becomes his
wife-and the old man comes to dance at their wedding. Highly didactic, this is told
with cadence but lacks vivacity or the usual Singer wit. The illustrations, paintings in
dark-bright colors, have awkward figures but give a vivid picture of the village
setting.
Sunderlin, Sylvia. Antrim's Orange; illus. by Diane de Groat. Scribner, 1976. 75-21636. 58p.
$6.95.
Staying with his mother in a Berkshire village because of the bombing in London
Ad during World War II, eight-year-old Antrim is thrilled when Granny brings him a gift
3-4 from London, a large navel orange. Antrim decides he will not eat it, but in the
course of showing it to people he is reminded that the orange will dry up. Then it
drops and splits, so Antrim gives each of his friends a segment, including one for his
teacher (who had mistakenly thought she was being given the orange when Antrim
showed it to her, later returned it, and appreciated his courtesy in not telling her she
had been mistaken) and one for his mother. He drops his own piece, but he eats the
navel. The story ends, "It was a little orange, but every drop was delicious!" The
story gives some idea of the small deprivations of wartime Britain, but it is probably
limited in appeal by the sedate style and the slow pace.
Terlouw, Jan. Winter in Wartime. McGraw-Hill, 1976. 75-41345. 197p. $5.72.
Set in the Netherlands during World War II, this is the story of sixteen-year-old
R Michiel, who takes over the care of a wounded British flyer when the friend who has
6-9 hidden him is picked up by the Nazis. Michiel learns two hard lessons: the resistance
worker must operate alone, sharing neither his problems nor his triumphs; one must
forgive an act that has just cause. For it develops that the friend and the flyer had
killed the German soldier for whose death Michiel's father was shot in reprisal. As
taut as it is tragic, the story is a trenchant indictment of war and a convincing
argument that war has no winners. Published originally under the title Oorlogs-
winter, the book was named the Best Dutch Juvenile for 1973.
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Thurman, Judith. Flashlight and Other Poems; illus. by Reina Rubel. Atheneum, 1976.
75-29442. 35p. $4.95.
Brisk little black and white drawings illustrate a collection of poems that focus on
R objects or activities or emotions that are familiar to most children. The fresh view-
3-5 points, the illuminating phrases, and the insight into children's concerns make the
book a fine addition to children's poetry collections.
Tobias, Tobi. Moving Day; pictures by William Pene du Bois. Knopf, 1976. 75-22275. 26p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $5.99 net.
The artist's impeccable draughtsmanship and the clear colors of his uncluttered
Ad pictures echo the simple precision of the text, which is a small girl's running com-
3-5 mentary. "We're moving soon," she begins, and lists all the tasks, the decisions, the
yrs. final emptiness of the old house, and the farewells to familiar surroundings. After the
move, there's the first meal and first night in the new home. Throughout the book,
the confidant and alter ego is the stuffed bear who is the child's constant companion
and her solace. It is Bear who is nervous, not she; it is Bear who must learn to like
the new home, not she. The experience of moving as well as the relegation of
reactions to a toy have been described in other picture books for the very young; this
is not highly original, but it's nicely done.
Warren, Lee. The Theater of Africa; An Introduction; photographs by Judith Bernstein.
Prentice-Hall, 1976. 74-20728. 112p. $6.95.
A companion volume to The Dance of Africa and The Music of Africa (the latter
R written in collaboration with Fred Warren) is equally vivid, varied, and informative.
7- While some forms of theater such as storytelling, miming, and ritual drama are
traditional, theatrical performances in western style are found primarily in university
companies. Warren describes some of the special aspects of African theater, such as
audience participation or the reflection of problems of censorship and apartheid in
contemporary dramatic writing and performance. Most of the chapters focus on a
single facet: storytelling, ritual drama, folk opera, puppetry, et cetera; a discussion of
drama in television and film is included, as are excerpts from two plays. A bibliog-
raphy and an index are appended.
Weiner, Michael A. Man's Useful Plants. Macmillan, 1976. 74-18469. 146p. illus. $6.95.
A biologist and anthropologist, Weiner discusses plants as foods, sources of
R medicine, and sources of manufactured products. A final, brief chapter entitled "Are
7- Plants Necessary for Our Survival?" argues for protection of wilderness areas and
maintenance of plant life not on the basis of survival needs but for aesthetic reasons.
The material is accurate and well-organized, and the writing style competent. Cover-
ing as broad a field as it does, the book has minor reference use but does not treat any
plant or group of plants in depth. Drawings in the margins vary in treatment, some
with labels and some not; no indications of scale are given. A bibliography and an
index are appended; the latter lacks citations for several terms cited in the text:
linoleum, citronella, physostigmine, for example.
Wibberley, Leonard. The Last Battle. Farrar, 1976. 75-42104. 197p. $6.95.
In the concluding volume of the series about the Treegate family in the American
Ad Revolution and the War of 1812, young Peter Treegate is serving on the ship of his
6-9 brother, Manly, a captain in the American navy. Peter is restive under the discipline
of shipboard life, and he engages in some rather unorthodox military action along
with his brother's old friend Gubu, leader of a band of unprincipled but patriotic
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pirates. Periodically the narrative shifts to the senior Peter, uncle of the Treegate
brothers, who is having his own adventures in Spain, and the book ends with a family
reunion and the reconciliation of the brothers, who have been briefly estranged.
Some of the characters, particularly the pirates, are colorful but not convincing; their
names (Gubu, Hi-Peckum, Loblolly) are an indication of the author's disparate
treatment of West Indian and American characters. The writing is competent, full of
drama and suspense, and the book has-although not as much as is found in preced-
ing volumes-historical interest.
Windsor, Patricia. Diving for Roses. Harper, 1976. 75-25402. 248p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library
ed. $5.79 net.
Jean knew she wasn't like other seventeen-year-olds, but who would be, living in
Ad isolation with a mother who was clearly emotionally disturbed? No friends. Father
8-12 had gone off to New York, making only brief visits. Only in the nearby forest can
Jean be secure, alone and peaceful. And then her forest is invaded by Sasha, they
become intimate, and Jean finds that she is pregnant. Sasha's offer of marriage is
rejected; Jean decides she will have her child alone. All of the book has been, to this
point, colored by the erratic, fretful woman at home (who is always referred to by
Jean, as she tells the story, as "my mother," never as "Mother") so that the dramat-
ic point of the story is not Jean's discovery that she is pregnant (she has gone to the
doctor convinced that she has gonorrhea) but her discovery that her mother is not
mad at all, but is an alcoholic. Mother joins Alcoholics Anonymous, Jean has her
baby, and the story ends with their move to a new house and a new life style and with
the hint of some impending relationship between Jean and the young doctor who has
delivered her child. The writing is polished, occasionally poetic, the situation and
characters strongly depicted, but the ending-while not unrealistic-is both weak
and rather abrupt.
Young, Miriam. No Place for Mitty. Four Winds, 1976. 75-35606. 123p. $5.95.
Ten-year-old Mitty's family has left a commune of the 1880's and come to San
Ad Francisco, but when Papa decides to sell the house so that he can buy a deserted
4-5 tannery and use it not only for preaching but as a dormitory for vagrants, Mama
leaves. She takes her children to her parents' country home, where Mitty revels in
the freedom to romp and in the casual life style. Then Mitty is sent to stay with a
wealthy aunt in Oakland, where she's subject to a strict regimen and a heavy dose of
"improvement." Holiday visits to her grandparents' home only make her more
dissatisfied with being over-protected, and Mitty is delighted when Grandma, in
Oakland on a surprise visit, decides that Mitty had better come home with her to
stay. The divorce of Mitty's parents and the disruption of the immediate family
(Mama gets a job in another town) are given rather scant treatment, and while some
of the characters are well-drawn, there is little change or development in any of them.
As a period piece, this is excellent, however, and the writing style is competent.
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